Swarm intelligence in transportation engineering
Swarm intelligence (SI) is an artificial intelligence technique based on collective behavior of self-organized systems. In the recent years, SI has attracted significant attention from researchers and has been successfully applied to solve optimization problems in transportation engineering.
This Special Collection on ''Swarm Intelligence in Transportation Engineering'' presents 13 papers that reflect the broad range of frontier research activities in Transportation Engineering. These papers provide an insightful and inspiring introduction to this topic, on both conceptual aspects and technical implementation.
The first paper titled ''Factor analysis of comprehensive evaluation on rural built environment changes in China under multi-index panel data'' 1 explored an index system of China's rural built environment (RBE), analyzed RBE developing trends from a macro-perspective, and used factor analysis to comprehensively evaluate the RBE level with multi-index panel data. A total of 24 samples collected and sorted from statistical yearbooks were analyzed, and the findings coincided with the current stage and policies of urbanization and new rural construction in China.
The paper titled ''Allometric relationship between port throughput growth and urban population: A case study of Shanghai port and Shanghai city'' 2 established an allometric growth model between the port throughput and urban population to verify the delicate relationship between the two. The authors took the throughput of Shanghai port and the population of Shanghai city as an example and studied the relative growth rate ratio. Apart from this, the Logistic model was utilized to forecast Shanghai port throughput and Shanghai urban population in the future.
In the paper ''Chinese automobile sales forecasting using economic indicators and typical domestic brand automobile sales data: A method based on econometric model,'' 3 an econometric model is proposed to analyze the dynamic connections among Chinese automobile sales, typical domestic brand automobile (Chery) sales, and some economic variables. The authors applied a vector error correction model based on co-integration to quantify the long-term impact of endogenous variables on Chinese automobile sales. The results showed a better forecasting performance when the impact of Chery sales is considered.
In the paper ''Grout diffusion model in porous media considering the variation in viscosity with time,'' 4 the authors proposed an assembled diffusion model of spheres and cylinders for grouting using a perforated pipe, taking consideration of the variation in viscosity with time. A numerical simulation method was used to verify the grout diffusion mode.
In the paper ''Pedestrian movement intention identification model in mixed pedestrian-bicycle sections based on phase-field coupling theory,'' 5 the fuzzy logic method was used to build the pedestrian movement intention identification model which synthetically considered the pedestrian safety and the satisfaction with the speed and the space for walking. The mutual influence between pedestrian and its surrounding traffic participants in mixed pedestrian-bicycle sections was comprehensively analyzed. The experimental verifications showed that the result of the pedestrian movement intention identification model was consistent with the actual situation.
In the paper ''Analysis of safety characteristics of flight situation in complex low-altitude airspace,'' 6 the authors proposed several aircraft behavior models taking account of complex low-altitude environment and general aviation flight characteristics, including an individual aircraft behavior model, a multi-flight behavior model, and an individual interaction model. The relationship and influence rules among the flight situation indicators were found in the flight situation evolution process based on a mixed flight situation simulation environment.
In the paper ''Reverse deduction of vehicle group situation based on dynamic Bayesian network,'' 7 the authors applied the probability theory to identify vehicle group situation which was constituted by target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles. And the dynamic Bayesian network was used to build the reverse deduction model of vehicle group situation, which was verified through actual and virtual driving experiments. Verification results showed that the model established in this article was reasonable and feasible.
In the paper ''A macroscopic and hierarchical location model of regional road traffic disaster relief material repository,'' 8 the authors established the demand weighting model and the hierarchical location model, according to the requirements for coverage area of the macroscopic location of the large area of disaster relief material repository. Among them, the demand weight model was solved by modeling, and the demand weight of each disaster point was obtained; the location model was combined with immune algorithm and ant colony algorithm to obtain the hierarchical location scheme.
In the paper ''Analysis on the location of green logistics park based on heuristic algorithm,'' 9 the authors built a single-objective decision model based on transportation cost and environment cost, combining evaluation indexes of green logistics park and the factors affecting the site selection. The solving process based on hybrid particle algorithm and alternate location allocation heuristic algorithm was given. The model and algorithm were tested and analyzed in numerical experiments.
In the paper ''The economic benefit of liner ships with lower speed,'' 10 a speed-freight optimization model based on the Bat algorithm was established, in which the liner line is segmented. This article aimed to maximize the profit of a liner company, taking account of the variety of fuel cost, fixed cost, operating cost, and other related factors. And at the same time, the changes in the shipper's transport time cost and freight cost are also considered. This article used the model to optimize the route of the Far East to North America, and the results showed that the model can reduce transport cost by adjusting speed, while maintaining service quality at the same time.
In the paper ''Travel time prediction of expressway based on multi-dimensional data and the particle swarm optimization-autoregressive moving average with exogenous input model,'' 11 a multi-dimensional prediction method of travel time was proposed by combining the toll collection data and meteorological data along the highway. The authors used the maximum likelihood estimation method to estimate the parameters of the autoregressive moving average with exogenous input, and the model was constructed using the travel time series and traffic flow series, and then the particle swarm optimization algorithm was used to optimize the solution process. Validation results showed that the accuracy of the prediction model under normal and special conditions can be accepted.
In the paper ''Fleet routing and scheduling problem based on constraints of chance,'' 12 the authors designed a linear programming model with chance constraints for the time window of loading cargo, solved by column generation optimization. Before the optimization, a survey for the waiting time of ships for berths was carried out in some ports with large export volume, to analyze the feasibility of transforming the uncertain time window constraints into deterministic ones. The model and algorithm were validated by a case of Panamax bulker fleet in real market. The results showed that the proposed method can be applied to large-scale problems and achieve good precision.
In the paper ''An approach for evaluating connectivity of interrupted rail networks with bus bridging services,'' 13 the authors proposed an analytical framework for evaluating, in the case of interrupted conditions, the effect of bus bridging services on the degree of connectivity of rail networks. The study used ratios of average travel time under various situations to assess the connectivity of interrupted rail transit. The approach was applied to a case study of a public transit system in Beijing. With real travel data, a sensitivity analysis of the willingness of a passenger to use bus bridging service was made. It is found that bus bridging is a relatively effective method for enhancing the connectivity of metro network and minimizing travel delays.
It has been our pleasure and honor to organize this Special Issue of Advances in Mechanical Engineering. We sincerely thank all the authors for contributing with their quality work. We hope that the articles in the issue will provide a good reference for future explorations in the field. 
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